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   BEFORE  THE ADDL. MEMBER-2, MOTOR ACCIDENT CLAIMS

TRIBUNAL TINSUKIA :::::::::ASSAM

District : Tinsukia.

Present : Md.  Abdul Hakim, M.A, L.L.B, 

Addl.  Member-2,

Motor Accident Claims Tribunal,

Tinsukia. 

           M.A.C.T Case No. 50 of 2014

1. SRI BIJOY PAHARIA @ SRI BIJOY PAHARIA,
     aged  about 42 years,

           Son of Late Gunja Paharia,

2. SMT. SEEMA BIJOY, aged  about 15 Years,
D/o.  Sri Bijoy Paharia,

3. SMT. SAPNA BIJOY, aged  about 13 Years,
D/o. Sri Bijoy Paharia, 

4. SRI PAWAN BIJOY, aged  about 10 Years,
 Son of. Sri Bijoy Paharia,

5. SRI SHANKAR BIJOY, aged  about 8 Years,
S/o. Sri Bijoy Paharia,

6. SMTI RIMA BIJOY, aged  about 20 Years,
D/o. Sri Bijoy Paharia,

All are resident of Line No. 10, Tippuk T.E, P.O. & P.S 

Doom-dooma, Dist. Tinsukia, Assam.

          Claimant   no. 2,3, 4  and  5  are  represented 

          by  Claimant no. 1. 

Mobile  no. 9954237321

                                                       .........…………CLAIMANTS.

           

                 -Versus-  
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1.  SMT.  MALA DEVI

W/o. Sri Chanchal Rai,

R/o. Chirwapatty,

P.O & P.S. Dist. Tinsukia, Assam,

(Owner  of vehicle  No. AS-06/3318 TATA 407 Truck)

 

2. SRI HUNTU SONOWAL,

S/o. Ramesh Sonowal,

R/o. Betani, Borpather,

P.O Buraburi, P.S  Sapakhuwa,

Dist. Tinsukia, Assam,

(Driver  of vehicle  No. AS-06/3318  TATA 407  Truck)

3. THE DIVISIONAL MANAGER,

The New India Assurance Co. Ltd, 

Having  its  Divisional  Office  at Rangagarah  Road,  

Tinsukia, Assam. 

          (Insurer  of vehicle  No. AS-06/3318 TATA 407 Truck)

                                                   ..............Opposite Parties. 

Appearance:-

 Sri  H. Nayak, Sri D. Borthakur,  Smt. Niharika &  Sri R. Bora.

Advocates……………......…………..For the Claimant

 Sri  R. Sah 

Advocate........………….........……..For the O.P No. 1

 Sri   G. Chakraborty

 Advocate........………………………..For the O.P No. 3  

 Date of Argument   :  25.10.19

 Date of Judgment   :  31.10.19.
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J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T

1.           It is pertinent to mention here that vide Judgment   and

order dated 13.05.2016  my Ld. predecessor in the MAC case no.

50/14  had passed an award of  Rs. 3,67,000/- with interest @6%

interest  from  the  date  of  filing  of  the  claim petition and

directed the Petitioner/Opp. Party no. 1 (owner of vehicle no. AS-

06-3318) to pay the compensation to the claimant. 

2.    Against  the  said  Judgment  and  order a review petition

no. 1062/16   had been filed  by  the  Opp. Party  no. 1,  Smt.

Mala Devi  and  the  same  was allowed  vide  order  dated

16.02.19 and  the MAC case no. 50/14  was recalled  to find out

as  to  which  of  the  opposite  parties  is  liable  to  pay  the

compensation award to the claimant. Thereafter  the  MAC case

no. 50/14  was  again  reopened  to decide on the issue no. 3 i.e.

Whether the claimants are entitled to get compensation? If   so,

to what extent and from whom?   

3.          Accordingly the MAC Case No. 50/2014 fixed for evidence

of the Petitioner / Opp. Party no. 1 (owner of vehicle no. AS-06-

3318)  to prove the Policy No.  53080031120200010771 and the

case  was  fixed  on  08.03.2019  for  affidavit  in  Evidence  of

Petitioner / Opp. Party no. 1 (owner of vehicle no. AS-06-3318).

On  08.03.2019 the  Opp. Party  no. 1 had  filed her  Evidence on

affidavit. On 18.07.19  the Opp. No. 1  had been  cross-examined

and  in  her  cross-examination  she  had exhibited  the  original

insurance  policy Policy No. 53080031120200010771  of  vehicle

no.  AS-06-3318.  

4.           The  instant case has been filed by claimant namely,  Bijoy

Paharia S/o. Lt. Gunja Paharia, Smt. Seema  Bijoy, Smt. Sapna

Bijoy, Smt. Reema Bijoy, daughters of  Bijoy Paharia, Paban Bijoy

and Sri Sankar Paharia sons of Bijoy Paharia, all resident of Line

no.  10  of  Tipak  T.E  under  Doom-dooma PS  in  the  district  of
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Tinsukia, Assam for seeking compensation on account of death

of Smt. Shanti Bijoy, i.e, the wife of claimant no. 1 and mother of

the  remaining  claimants,  in  a  motor  vehicular  accident  that

occurred on 16.02.14. 

5.          The  claimants  have filed  the claim petition U/s. 166 of

the Motor vehicles Act, 1988 which henceforth be referred  to as

MV Act for sake of brevity. 

 
6.        The claimants in their claim  petition  have drawn the

attention of  the Tribunal  that  on 16.02.14 at  about  4  PM the

deceased  Shanti  Bijoy  was  returning  home  alongwith  her

husband on  foot  towards Tipuk from Rupai  Siding. They were

walking on the left side of the road and suddenly a 407 Truck

bearing  registration  no.  AS-06-3318 came  at   a   very   high

speed from opposite  side (from Talap)  and  suddenly  came

towards their  side and  knocked  her  from front, near Shantipur

in rash  and  negligent  manner,  drag  her  to  a  distance   of

about 20-25 metres. After   that  108 Ambulance  came  to  the

spot  and  took  her  to  hospital, but  she  died  on  her  way  to

Hospital. Then  the  body of  the  deceased  was  taken  to the

Doomdooma  P.S  and  then  to  Doomdooma  FRU  accompanied

by  police,  where  she  was  declared   to  be  brought  dead.

After  that  the  body  of  the  deceased  was  taken  to L.G.B,

Civil Hospital, Tinsukia for Post Mortem. The  accident occurred

due to  the  negligence  of  the  driver  of  the  vehicle.  

7.          In connection  with  the  said  accident,  the  husband  of

the  deceased Sri Bijoy  Paharia  has  lodged  an  ejahar at  the

Doom-dooma PS and  the Doom-dooma PS had registered a case

vide Doom-dooma PS case no. 95/14 U/s. 279/304(A) of the IPC,

G.R  case no. 289/2014  against  the  driver   of  the Tata  407

Truck, for   his  rash and  negligent driving  and investigated  the

case accordingly. 
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8.         The  claimants  further  reiterated  that Shanti Bijoy was

about 38 years of age at the time of accident and she was a

permanent labourer at Tipak T.E and her monthly income was

Rs.  8,000/-.  The  claimants  further  added  that  the  aforesaid

vehicle  was  duly  insured  with  OP  no.  3,  i.e,  the  New  India

Assurance Co. Ltd. of  Tinsukia Branch having Insurance policy

number  53080031120200010771.   The   deceased   was   a

domestic  helper  of   her  family.   The untimely  demise  of

Shanti  Bijoy  has  caused  irreparable  loss  to  the  family.  Till

date  her  family  fail  to  overcome  from  the  shock  due to

death  of  Shanti  Bijoy  in  a  motor  accident. The claimants

filed  this  application  for  award  of  compensation to the tune

of Rs. 37,03,334/- of  death  of  their  wife/mother  in  a  motor

accident on  the  following  heads:

 COMPUTATION   OF COMPENSATION: 

1. Loss  of  income Rs.     38,00,000.00

2. After   deduction of   her   own  expenses(Rs.
38,00,000.00 - Rs. 12,66,666.00)

   Rs.     25,33,334.00

3. Loss   of   Future   Prospects    and  loss   of
domestic help

   Rs.     10,00,000.00

4. Pain  and  sufferings    Rs.       1,00,000.00

5. Loss  of  Consortium    Rs.          50,000.00

6. Funeral  expenses    Rs.          10,000.00

7. Loss of  estate    Rs.          10,000.00

                                                 Total    Rs.    37,03,334.00

      (Rupees Thirty Seven Lakhs Three Thousand  Three

Hundred &  Thirty Four only)

9.         The Opp. Party  no. 2 did  not  appear  to  contest  the

case.  Hence, the  case proceeded ex-parte against the OP no. 2.

The OP nos. 1 & 3 have  contested   the  case   by submitting

their  separate written statements. In their written statements

they have  taken all the  routine pleas, denied  the  case  of  the

claimant and prayed  for dismissal  of  the  claim  petition. 
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10.         The Tribunal has framed  the following issues on the basis

of aforesaid pleadings of the parties, which are mentioned herein

under. 

(i) Whether the claim petition is maintainable?

(ii) Whether the deceased Shanti Bijoy  died in a motor

accident occurred on 16.02.14  as a result of rash

and negligent driving of vehicle bearing Registration

No. AS-06-3318(TATA 407 Truck)?

(iii) Whether  the  claimants  are  entitled  to  get

compensation? If   

so, to what extent and from whom?   

11.         During  the  course  of  hearing  the claimant  examined

himself alongwith two other witnesses in support of his claim,

whereas the OP no. 1 has  adduced evidence on   her  part.   

12.        The Tribunal had heard the argument advanced by the

parties at length and also, deciphered the materials on record

for an appropriate outcome of the instant case and accordingly

passed the judgment and order on dated 13.05.2016 by my Ld.

Predecessor.   

13.         As my Ld. predecessor has already decided on the Issue

no. 1 & 2 and as there is no dispute with regard to those Issue

no. 1 & 2 I am not discussing further on those issues. But as

there is dispute with regard to the issue no. 3 I am discussing

the issue no. 3 afresh.  The Issue no. 3 is as follows:- 

3. Whether  the  claimants  are  entitled  to  get

compensation? If   so, to what extent and from whom?

14.        I  have heard both sides on the issue no. 3 afresh and

perused the material evidence on record to decide it afresh so

far  the  liabilities  to  pay  the  compensation  by  which  opposite
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parties to the claimant is concerned. 

DISCUSSION, DECISION  &  REASONS  THEREOF:

15.           The  CW.1, Bijoy Paharia, i.e, the husband of the deceased

and he  has  deposed  in  his   evidence  in   affidavit   that  on

16.02.14 at about 4 PM he alongwith his wife Shanti Bijoy(since

deceased)  was  returning  home  on  foot  towards  Tipuk   after

shopping  at Rupai Siding. They were on the left side of the road.

A Tata  407 Truck bearing registration no. AS-06-3318 came  at  a

very  high speed from opposite side (from Talap)  and  suddenly

came towards their  side and  knocked  his wife from front side,

near Shantipur  in rash  and  negligent  manner,  drag  her  to  a

distance   of about 20-25 metres. After   that  108 Ambulance

came  to  the  spot  and  take her  to  hospital, but  she  died  on

her  way  to  Hospital where she  was  declared  brought  to  be

dead.  After  that  the   body of   his   wife  was   taken   to  the

Doomdooma  P.S  and  then  to  Doomdooma  FRU  accompanied

by  police.   After  that  the  body  of his  wife was  taken  to

L.G.B, Civil Hospital, Tinsukia for Post Mortem. That the  accident

occurred due to  the  negligence  of  the  driver  of  the  vehicle.

16.          In connection  with  the  said  accident,  the  CW.1   has

lodged  an  ejahar at  the   Doom-dooma PS and  the Doom-

dooma PS had registered a case vide Doom-dooma PS case no.

95/14  U/s.  279/304(A)  of  the  IPC,  G.R   case  no.  289/2014

against  the  driver   of  the said  vehicle. 

17.          That at  the time  of  the  accident his  wife permanent

worker at Tipak T.E.  His  wife  was  the earning  member  of

their  family  and  at  the time  of  her  death,  her   income was

Rs. 8,000/-. per  month(inclusive  of  the  incentives  given  to  a

permanent  labour  at  Tipuk  T.E  at  Doomdooma). That his

deceased  wife was  also  domestic  helper  of  their  family  and

her   untimely  demise    has  caused  irreparable  loss  to  their
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family and till  date  their family  they have  not overcome  from

the  shock  of her  death.    That  the  CW.1 has filed  this  claim

praying for   award   of   compensation  of  Rs.  37,03,334/-  on

account of  death  of  his  wife Shanti Bijoy, against  the owner,

driver  and  insurer  of  the  vehicle. 

18.          To Substantiate his  claim, the claimant no. 1 has filed  the

following documents:  

                 The Ext. 1 is the Form no. 54,  

            The Ext . 2 is the Photocopy of death certificate,

            The Ext. 3  is the Post Mortem report 

            The Ext. 4 is the   Certified copy of the FIR, Ejahar etc.,

            The Ext.  5 is the  Income Certificate.                      

19.       In   cross-examination   by   OP   no. 2, the CW.1 has

deposed  that  deceased  was his  wife. He  is a hand cart puller

at Siding and his wife was  a  Tea garden labourer (permanent).

Her  monthly  salary  was  about Rs. 8,000/- per  month. He is

an illiterate  person.  He has denied  the suggestion  that  this

wife  got  Rs. 35,600/-  per  year  as  mentioned  in  Ext. 5. His

wife  used  to  contribute  in  maintaining  his  family. He had

witnessed the accident.  He has denied  the suggestion  that his

wife  earned  about Rs. 8,000/-  per  month  in  total. He has

denied  the suggestion  that his  wife  got  the  rent  and  ration

from  her  employer. He  has  not  submitted the birth  or age

certificate  of his children.

20.         In   cross-examination   by  OP no. 3,  the  CW.1 has

deposed  that  at  the  time  of  accident  they  were   proceeding

toward  Tipuk. His  wife was proceeding ahead  of him by  about

7 to 8 feet. He has  not  alerted his  wife  regarding  the  vehicle.

He  has  got  no  idea  regarding  the  speed  of  the  vehicle, but

it  was  in  high  speed. The  police  had  recorded  his statement

relating to the  accident. He has  got  no  idea  regarding  the

outcome  of  criminal  case  lodged  by him. After  the  accident
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the  vehicle fled  away  from  the  spot and  his  brother Anil

Tanti  chased  the  vehicle  and   caught  it  at  Doomdooma.

These  facts  have  not  been  mentioned  in  his  evidence  in

affidavit.  He   denies   the   suggestion   that   the   accident

occurred  due  to  fault  of  his  wife  and  not  due  to  the  fault

of  the  vehicle.  He  denies  the  suggestion that his  wife's

monthly  income  was  not  Rs. 8,000/-  as  claimed  by him. He

has not  submitted  the  certified  copy  the  charge-sheet. 

21.       The  CW-2  is  Anil  Tanti  and  he has deposed  in his

evidence in  affidavit   that on 16.02.14 at about 4 P.M  he was at

Shantipur on National Highway no. 37. He  saw a  Tata  407 truck

bearing  registration no. AS-06-3318 came a  very  high speed

from Talap  and suddenly came  to wrong side and hit Shanti

Bijoy,   the wife of Sri Bijoy  Paharia  from  front  side  in  rash

and  negligent  manner,  drag  her  to  a  distance  of  about  20-

25  meters. After  that   108 Ambulance  came  to  the  spot  to

take her to hospital,  and  he  alongwith  Sri  Bijoy Paharia  took

Shanti   Bijoy  to   the  hospital   but  she died on her  way to

hospital  where  she  was   declared   to  be  brought  dead.

After   that   body   of  Shanti   Biljoy   was   taken   to   the

Doomdooma P.S  and  then  to  Doomdooma  FRU  accompanied

by police.  After  that  the  body   of  Shanti  Bijoy  was  taken  to

L.G.B   Civil   Hospital,   Tinsukia   for  postmortem.  That  the

accident occurred due to rash and negligence of  the  driver of

the vehicle. That at the  time  of  the  accident  Shanti Bijoy  was

permanent  worker  of  Tippuk  Tea  Estate  of  P.O  Doomdooma,

Dist. Tinsukia, Assam. 

22.           In  cross-examination by Opp. Party  no. 1 and 2,  the

CW.2 has stated that  he has got a grocery shop at no. 10 line.

The CW. 1  lives  in the same line  as that of himself. His  shop  is

remained  opened  from 7 Am  to  8 P.M. He and his  wife  look

after  the  shop.  He did not witness  the occurrence  of incident,

yet was present  nearby.  When the inhabitants of the locality
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gathered at  the  spot, he went there and  saw the  accident.

The CW.1 was at the spot. Ambulance  came  and  picked up  the

wife  of  the CW.1.  The  CW.1  was  a  hand puller. His  wife  was

an  employee  of  the  garden. He had  seen the  vehicle parked

near the P.O. The road was N.H, and as such,  there was  traffic

on  the  road.  He   alongwith   CW.1   took   his   wife   in   an

ambulance  to  Doomdooma  Civil  Hospital. He  returned  back

from  Doomdooma  and  between  that    they  went  to the  P.S.

He  denies  the  suggestion  he has  testified  falsely.  

23.            The  Cross-examination  by  OP  no. 3  is  declined.

24.        The  CW-3  is  Upendra Harpal   has  deposed   in his

evidence in  affidavit  that  on 16.02.14 at about 4 P.M he was  at

Shantipur  (N.H no. 37 Road),  he saw a Tata 407 truck bearing

registration no. AS 06 3318  came  at a  very  high speed from

Talap  and suddenly came to the wrong  side and  hit   Shanti

Bijoy, W/o. Sri  Bijoy  Paharia  from  side in  rash  and  negligent

manner,  drag  her to  a  distance  of  about  20-25 meters. After

that  108  Ambulance  came  to  the  spot  to  take  her  to

hospital  but  she  died  on  her  way  to  hospital. The   accident

occurred due  to the rash and negligence of  the driver of  the

vehicle.   That at the  time  of  the  accident  Shanti Bijoy  was

permanent  worker  of  Tippuk  Tea  Estate  of  P.O  Doomdooma,

Dist. Tinsukia, Assam. 

25.        In cross-examination by OP no. 1  &  3, the CW.3 has

deposed that  CW.1 is  not  related  to him. He  is  an  agent  of

small  Tea  Garden. His home is situated about 5 to 6 Kms away

from the  P.O. He did not witness  the accident. He was  near the

P.O.  He had  seen the  deceased  walking   about 5 to 6 ft head

of CW.1. At the relevant time, he was proceeding  towards Talap

by  riding  a bicycle.  He was about 10 ft. away on the  same side

of the deceased. The vehicle fled away from the spot after the

accident. He know CW.2. The road  was  a National Highway, so,

there was traffic on the road  and  the  vehicle  was  in  high
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speed.   He   denies   the   suggestion   that   he  has   falsely

testified  today. 

26.       In   cross-examination   by   OP  no.   3,   the  CW.3 has

deposed that  Police  interrogated him. He gave an alarm,  but

the deceased  did not notice it.   The road  was straight  and

there  was  no  turning.  He  cannot   say  whether  the  vehicle

stopped or not. He cannot say in what speed the vehicle was,

but   it was   in high speed. He  denies   the  suggestion  that he

has  testified  falsely  and  the  vehicle  was  not  in  high  speed

and  was  not  driven  in  rash  and  negligent  manner  at  the

relevant  time. 

27.        The O.P No.  1,  Smt.   Mala Devi  has  deposed  in   her

evidence  in  affidavit that  she  is  the  registered  owner  of

vehicle  no. AS-06-3318  which  met  with  an  accident  on

16.02.14.  That  her  aforesaid  vehicle  bearing  Regd. no. AS-

06-3318   was   duly   insured   with  M/S.  The   New   India

Assurance  Co. Ltd.,  Rangagora  Road,  Tinsukia  vide  Policy  no.

53080031120200010771,  period   of   cover   22/03/2013  to

21/03/2014  and  was  valid  and  in  the period  of  coverage  at

the  time  of  the  accident i.e.  on  the  day of  accident  which

took  place  on  16.02.14  the  policy  was  in  force  and hence

the  Insurance   company   namely,  M/S.  The   New   India

Assurance  Co.  Ltd.  Rangagora  Road,   Tinsukia  is  liable  to

satisfy the  award  passed  by  the  learned Tribunal. She  is

filing   the  original   policy   schedule   cum   certificate   of

Insurance   being   Policy   no.  53080031120200010771,   valid

from 22/03/2013 to  21/03/2014   Exhibited  as  Ext. A  and  the

Collection  Receipt  cum  Adjustment  Voucher  dated  22.03.13

as  Ext. B  issued   by  M/S. The  New  India  Assurance  Co. Ltd.,

Rangagora  Road,  Tinsukia. 

28.           In Cross-Examination of Opp. Party no. 1, Smt.  Mala Devi

by Claimant, she has deposed that she has exhibited the original
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insurance policy  of  vehicle  no. AS-06-3318  which  was  valid

at  the time  of  accident.  She  denies  the  suggestion  that  she

is  not  entitled  to  produce  the  insurance  policy at  a  belated

stage  and in  the  manner  she  have  exhibited it. Except

insurance    policy  she has not exhibited  any  other  documents

like, Registration  certificate,  Route  Permit, Fitness  certificate,

Pollution  certificate  etc.  in the instant  case. (under objection

from  O.P no. 1). She  denies  the  suggestion  that   as  the

aforesaid  documents  were not  valid  at the  time  of  accident,

and  therefore,  she  did  not produce  the  same  and referred  in

her  evidence. She  denies  the  suggestion  that  as  all  her

vehicular  documents  were  not  produced and  therefore  the

Insurance  Company  is  not  liable  to  pay  compensation  in

the  instant  case  for  breech  and  violation  of  the  terms  and

policy  and  for  plying  the  vehicle  on  road  without  valid

documents. 

29.          Now   in  view  of   proper  decision  and  adjudication I am

discussing  the  Issue  No. 3   as follows:

                   

ISSUE NO. 3

                                                     

30.         With regard to the Issue no. 3 i.e. whether the claimants

are entitled to get compensation? If so, to what extent and from

whom? Ld. Counsel for the Opposite party no. 1 has emphatically

submits  that  as the opposite  party  no.  1  had valid  insurance

policy at the time of the alleged accident the Opposite party no.

3 is liable to pay the compensation to the claimant instead of

Opposite party no. 1. Hence prays to direct the opposite party

no. 3 to pay the compensation to the claimants as per law. 

31.       In  reply  Ld.  Counsel  for  the  opposite  party  no.  3  has

admitted that the alleged vehicle had valid insurance policy at

the time of the alleged accident. 
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32.   Upon   hearing  both  sides  I  have  strolled  through  the

material evidence on record and found that my Ld. predecessor

has  discussed  in  Issue  no.  1  &  2   as  follows:-  “From   the

Accident  Information Report, i.e. Ext.1 as well as from the eye

witnesses accounts  it has percolated  that the offending vehicle

bearing no.  AS-06/3318 was responsible for the accident as it

seems obvious that OP no. 2 had seen the deceased walking in

front of him. As such, he could have easily averted the accident

had he controlled his vehicle so that it did not come in contact

with  the  deceased.  The  scenario  at  the  place  of  occurrence

suggested that the vehicle must have been in high speed i.e,

above normal speed as a result  it became impossible for the

vehicle to avert  the accident.  In other words, had the vehicle

been in normal speed the OP no. 2 could have easily averted the

accident by  veering off from its path. Therefore, it seems crystal

clear that the vehicle was responsible for the accident as the

driver could not control the vehicle due to its high speed and

knocked down the deceased culminating in her death. 

33.           Another fact which has come out from  the sequence  of

events leading  to the accident is that the OP no. 2  might not

had adhered  to the speed limit  as  stipulated  for driving  in

National Highways, which  culminated  in the accident. 

34.   The  OP no. 1 in her written statement has reiterated that

the accident occurred when the  deceased  suddenly tried to

cross  the  road.  But  this  piece  of  statement  has  not  been

authenticated by evidence by any of  the Opposite  parties.  In

other words, due to absence of evidence of the OPs it has not at

all been  cropped up that the accident occurred due to negligent

conduct of the deceased. From the above backdrop of materials

at hand, as well as evidence presented by the Parties, it seems

that the OP no. 2 was responsible  for the accident due to his

rash, reckless and negligent driving. The Ext. nos. 2, 3  and 4
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have  established  that  the  accident  occurred  on   16.02.14  at

about  4  PM  on  National  Highway  no.  37  at  Shantipur  under

Doom-dooma PS. Therefore, the rash and negligent driving on

the part of the OP no. 2 has been proved beyond all reasonable

doubts by considering the fact that the OPs have failed to prove

their contentions by adducing evidence”. 

35. As my Ld.  Predecessor   has  decided  that  the alleged

accident was occurred on  account  of  the  rash  and  negligent

driving  of  the  driver  of  alleged  vehicle, the claimants are

entitled to get compensation as per law. 

36. It  is  also  pertinent  to  mention  here  that  my Ld.

Predecessor has also discussed about the age and income of the

deceased as follow-: 

37.       “It is apparent that the claimants have not submitted any

age or birth certificate of the deceased and  in absence of any

corroborative document regarding the age of the deceased, the

Medical document, i.e., the Post Mortem Report, (Ext. 3) is  taken

into account here. It is evident that the age of the deceased has

been quoted as 38 years by the Medical officer who conducted

the autopsy on the deceased on 17.02.14 and  as the said age

has been quoted by a Medical Officer, as such, the age of the

deceased is assessed as 38 years. 

38.         From  Ext. 5,  it  has  precipitated  that  annual income of

the  deceased  has  been  assessed   as  Rs.  35,600/-  by  the

Manager of the Tipuk T.E., the Tea garden where the deceased

used  to  work  before  her  death.  Therefore,  it  seems that  the

monthly  income of  the  deceased was  around Rs.  3,000/-  per

month. So her monthly income is assessed as Rs. 3,000/-". 

39.  As my Ld. Predecessor has already decided about the age

and the monthly  income of  the deceased and as  there is  no

Questions put in this regard by  any  parties  on this  points I too
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have   viewed   the   age  and   the   monthly   income of  the

deceased as my Ld. Predecessor has held. 

40.          But with regard to the insurance policy my Ld. Predecessor

has  observed  as  follows-  “Although   the   claimants   have

claimed that the offending vehicle was insured with OP no.  3

having insurance policy no. 53080031120200010771, but in this

context, they have failed to state the validity period of the said

Insurance policy as the same was not mentioned anywhere in

the materials at hand. Besides, from Ext. 1 it has surfaced that

the  police  personnel  who  had  issued  Ext.  1  also  skipped

mentioned  the  validity  period  of  the  Insurance  policy  of  the

offending vehicle in column no. 10. Therefore, it can be assumed

that the insurance policy was invalid at the time of occurrence of

accident  on  16.02.14.  As  the  claimants  could  not  prove  the

validity of the Insurance policy at the relevant time, as such, it

seems obvious that OP no. 3 is not liable or responsible to pay

the compensation to the claimants. As such, the OP no. 1 being

the  owner  of  vehicle  bearing  no.  AS-06/3318   is  liable  and

responsible to pay the compensation to the claimants.” 

41.      Having dissatisfied with  the observation by the my Ld.

Predecessor the opposite party no. 1 has adduced evidence and

states that Policy  no. 53080031120200010771, period  of  cover

22/03/2013 to  21/03/2014  and  was  valid  and  in  the period

of  coverage  at  the  time  of  the  accident i.e.  on  the  day of

accident  which  took  place  on  16.02.14  the  policy  was  in

force  and hence  the Insurance  company  namely, M/S. The

New  India  Assurance  Co. Ltd. Rangagora  Road,  Tinsukia  is

liable  to  satisfy the  award  passed  by  the  learned Tribunal.

She  is  filing  the original  policy  schedule  cum  certificate  of

Insurance   being   Policy   no.  53080031120200010771,   valid

from 22/03/2013 to  21/03/2014   Exhibited  as  Ext. A  and  the

Collection  Receipt  cum  Adjustment  Voucher  dated  22.03.13

as  Ext. B  issued   by  M/S. The  New  India  Assurance  Co. Ltd.,
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Rangagora  Road,  Tinsukia.

42.         With regard to the insurance policy the opposite party no.

1 is  cross-examined by the Claimant but could not falsify the

evidence of opposite party no.  1. Hence the testimony of the

opposite party no. 1 becomes reliable and believable that at the

time of the alleged accident the alleged vehicle of the opposite

party no. 1 had valid licence. In view of this fact the opposite

party  no.  3  being  the  insurer  of  the  alleged  vehicle   of  the

opposite party no. 1 is only liable  to pay  the  compensation

amount  to   the   claimants.  Accordingly,  the  issue  No,  3  is

decided. 

                          
43.    My  Ld.  Predecessor  has  already  decided  about  the

quantum of the compensation to the claimant as follows –“The

claimant   are  entitled  to  get  the  following   award   of

compensation as calculated and computed on different heads on

the basis of evidence on record as well as the Second Schedule

of the M.V. Act. From the second schedule of the M.V. Act in a

fatal  accident  case,  the  claimants  are  entitled  to  get  the

following award as compensation and accordingly, the award is

computed in the following scale. The  amount  of  compensation

so  arrived  in  the  instant case of fatal accident claim, the same

is reduced by one-third  in consideration of the expenses which

the victim  would have incurred towards maintaining herself  had

she been alive. 

                    Rs. 3,000/- X 12 = Rs. 36,000/- X 1/3 = Rs.12,000/-

                    Rs. 36,000/-  –  Rs. 12,000/- = Rs. 24,000/- X 15

                 = Rs. 3,60,000/- 

44.          The  claimants  are entitled to get the funeral expenses to

the tune of Rs.2,000/-  on account of death of  the deceased.

Further  the claimant no. 1 is  also entitled to get Rs. 5,000/- as

consortium on  account  of  death  of  his  wife.   Thus,  the  total

compensation would be Rs.3,60,000/- + Rs.2,000/- + Rs. 5,000/-
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= Rs. 3,67,000/-“.

45.  As the review petition was about the liabilities of payment

of the compensation was  concerned and which  was  allowed,

hence  now the Tribunal is about to decide question upon whom

the burden to pay the compensation is lied ? In  view  of  this

fact I am not going to deal with the quantum of compensation

amount as it has already been decided by my Ld. Predecessor.

Moreover it  is  worthwhile  to  mention here  that  it is not the

issue in question to  decide  now.   

46.         As  the  Opposite party has succeeded to prove that she

had valid Insurance Policy of the alleged vehicle at the time of

the alleged offence the opposite party no. 3 i.e. The New India

Assurance  Co.  Ltd,  is  liable  to  pay  the  total  compensation

amount  of  Rs. 3,67,000/-  (Rupees  Three  Lacs  Sixty  Seven

Thousand) to the claimants as per law and equity.

O R D E R

47.     In  the  result, the  claim petition is allowed and the total

amount  of  compensation  to  the  tune  of  Rs.  3,67,000/-

(Rupees Three Lacs Sixty Seven Thousand) so computed on

different heads is awarded to the claimants. The O.P No. 3 i.e.

The New India Assurance Co.  Ltd,  is  directed to pay the said

amount of  compensation  to the claimants with 6% interest from

the date of filing of the claim petition.

 
48.       Accordingly,  this  instant  MAC case is disposed of on

contest without any cost.
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49.          Given   under   my   hand and seal of this Tribunal on this

the 31st day of October, 2019.

 

 Dictated and corrected by me:

              (A. Hakim),                                       (A. Hakim),
       Addl. Member-2                           Addl. Member-2,               
       M.A.C. Tribunal,Tinsukia.                    M.A.C. Tribunal,  Tinsukia.

 

Transcribed  by :

P.D  Phukan, (Steno).

 
  


